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Introduction
The Arctic Ocean and adjacent seas are strongly 
influenced by global climate. Recent analyses 
have revealed trends over the past 20-30 years of 
decreasing sea ice extent and sea level pressure in 
the Arctic Ocean coincident with warming trend.
Fishes intimately associated with arctic 
freshwater and estuarine systems are of great 
significance to local human populations as well as 
significant keystone components of the marine 
ecosystems. Accordingly, increasing interest in 
understanding the impacts of climate change on 
these components is very high. For fishes, climate 
change may strongly influence the distribution 
and abundance. These changes may have impacts 
on the nature and value of commercial fisheries.
The arctic cod (Boreogadus Saida) is a pivotal 
species in the arctic food web, as evidenced by its 
importance as a prey item to belugas, narwhals, 
harp seals, ringed seals, bearded seals, and 
hooded seals. In arctic regions, no other prey 
items compare with arctic cod in abundance and 
energetic value. So we tested for large-scale, 
long-term, climate-related changes in Arctic cod 
distr ibutions and examined whether the 
distributions of this species are particularly
responsive to climate changes.

Research questions:
1) The spatial-temporal distribution of Arctic cod 
in the western Arctic Ocean
2) The response of Arctic cod abundance to the 
climate change

Materials and methods
Data
The fish biological data is derived from the Data 
Warehouse of School of Fisheries and Ocean 
Science (SFOS), University of Alaska, Fairbanks. 
Climate Indices that characterized the climate 
change come from Earth System Research 
Laboratory, NOAA.

Statistical analysis
Generalised additive models (GAMs) are a useful 
tool for exploratory analysis where the range of 
relationships can be extended to curves and non-
linear surface. In this study, GAMs were used to 
estimate and quantify the effect of several climate 
index (predictors) and their interaction on the 
abundance of Arctic cod (dependent variable) 
expressed as a sum of smooth functions of the 
predicators. A Gaussian error model was used in 
the GAM analysis, with a link identity function 
based on the following model (equation 1). Model 
selection was evaluated using Akaike information
criteria (AIC) (equation 2).
Statistical analysis was performed with the S-
PLUS software (S-PLUS, 2000). The level of 
significance was set at 5% for all the statistical
tests used in this study.
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Results
Temporal variation on abundance
The abundance of Arctic cod has a significant decadal variation (Kruskal-Wallis, χ2=92.129, df=5, p<0.001) (Figure 1). The 
abundance of Arctic cod is about 3 time in 1980s than that in 1960s.
The average abundance of Arctic cod is very low from January to Mary and higher abundance occur in August, September and 
December with the highest abundance 60.42 ind./site presenting in August. Monthly abundance of Arctic cod are also varies 
significantly (Kruskal-Wallis, χ2=49.913, df=11, p<0.001).

The spatial distribution of abundance
The figure 3 indicates the spatial distribution of log-transformed abundance of Arctic cod. In 1950s, the higher abundance is 
distributed off Barrow and in the Gulf of Anadyr, too many individuals occur in the Hudson Bay, although the abundance is 
very low. Only one individual can be found in the area at most of survey period.
In 1960 to 1969, the higher abundance occur in the Beaufort Sea, particularly off the waters of the Inuvik and in the Dease
Strait, the northern Cambridge Bay, too many individuals are also found in the Hudson Bay with lower abundance. Very lower 
abundance can be found in the Bering Sea.
In 1970s, the abundance is dominant in the Chukchi Sea and the Beaufort Sea, but the abundance of Arctic cod in the Beaufort 
Sea is significantly higher than that in the Chukchi Sea. For the Hudson Bay, the similar distribution can be found to the 
pervious decades.
In 1980s and 1990s, the survey locations are significantly lower than that in the pervious decades. A relatively higher 
abundance can be found in the Beaufort Sea in 1980s and in the Bering Sea (the southern St. Lawrence Island) in 1990s.
In 2000 to 2007, the abundance are distributed it the Bering Strait and the Chukchi Sea.

The response of abundance to the climate change
Table 1 shows the change of model’s parameters when stepwise add response variations. The total deviance explained level of 
GAM model to abundance is 26.60 %, where the largest contribution derived from item Year with the contribution level 8.69 
%, the following contribution level are order by Arctic Oscillation (AO) index (2.79 %), Western Hemisphere Warm Pool 
(WHWP) index (2.46 %) and longitude (2.42 %). The contribution level of about half of items are below 1.
F test indicate that a significant correlation can be found between abundance and all response variations (p < 0.001) and the 
AIC value is decreasing with the adding into the model of items (Table 1).

Conclusions
The abundance of Arctic cod had a significant 
decadal variation and monthly difference in the 
spatial-temporal scale during 1950 to 2007. Non-
linear responses of the abundance to the 
environmental covariates can be observed, 
although relative lower total deviance explained 
level of GAM model to abundance was figured 
out. The response variables, Year and the Arctic 
Oscillation (AO) index are two key indicators to 
show the relationship between the abundance of 
Arctic cod and the climate change. However, 
detailed understanding of climate change impacts 
on higher-order biota is complicated by a number 
of factors. So more data, especially the biotic data, 
should be involved in the modelling for 
improving the accuracy of the model. Also, the 
present study is heavily rely on the sampling 
design, particularly the spatial-temporal 
distribution of Arctic cod.
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Further information
For equation 1,           , the link function; β0,
intercept;           , the non-parameterized function 
that describe the linking between           and ith

explanation variable. 
For equation 2, D, the residual sum of squares; df, 
effective degree of freedom;    , variance.
For Table 1, RD, residue deviance; df, degree of 
freedom; Pr(F), the p-value from an ANOVA F-
ration test between the model for that row and the 
model for the previous row; DV, deviance 
variation; ADE, accumulation of deviance 
explained; Pcf, pseudo-coefficient. 
The explanations of  the other abbreviations in the 
table 1 can be found from: 
http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/climateindices/
list/
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Figure 1  The decadal variation on average 
abundance of Arctic cod from 1950 to 2007 

Figure 3  The decadal distribution of log-transformed 
abundance for Arctic cod from 1950 to 2007

Figure 2  The monthly variation on 
average abundance of Arctic cod

Figure 4  Impacts of spatial-temporal factors and climate 
change indicators on the abundance of Arctic cod based on the 

generalized additive model

Table 1  Test of GAM for modeling the abundance of 
Arctic cod and the corresponding model factors

0.09155649008.694935940.00005455188300Year
0.1051525998610.651016380.00005415086662Month
0.1261489126513.061229070.00005374963755Long
0.1381469432714.38656460.00005334898109Lati
0.1621428379517.181368440.00005294761265AO
0.1781400674519.12923500.00005254668915EP-NP
0.1971368978321.381056540.00005214563261MEI
0.2001362813321.83205500.00005174542711NAO
0.2051355948722.34228820.00005134519829NOI
0.2061353628822.5177330.00005094512096NP
0.2101345922723.08256870.00005054486409ONI
0.2151337813723.68270300.00005014459379PDO
0.2341304930126.141096120.00004974349767WHWP
0.2361302094526.3594520.00004934340315PNA
0.2381298852126.60108080.00004894329507TNA

5495681894Null model
PcfAICADE (%)DVPr(F)dfRDItems
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